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What might seem like a harmless comment is a
message to children that the only relationship that it’s ok
for them to have with a child of another gender is a
romantic one.

For example, if these comments come up every time a
girl plays with a boy, both children learn that their
friendship must be unusual, because grown-ups keep
remarking on it! It becomes easier for the girl to play
with girls and the boy to play with boys because that
way grown-ups don’t make confusing comments.

When kids stick rigidly to friendships with other children
of the same gender, because boyfriend/girlfriend
comments tells them they're not 'supposed' to be friends
with children of a different gender, they miss out on
seeing children of a different gender as individuals with
their own interests and personality traits, who they might
get along really well with!

Why are they important?
Mixed-gender friendships break down stereotypes that
say certain activities and interest are for children of
certain genders – they show that anyone can like
playing footy, anyone can like dancing, anyone can
like drawing and painting. Not all boys are the same,
and not all girls are the same! 

In fact, mixed-gender friendships are a key
developmental opportunity – gender stereotypes mean
girls are encouraged to do nurturing and social play
and boys are encouraged to build gross motor and
spatial reasoning skills through sports and building
play, so by playing together, children can learn from
each other.

Mixed-gender friendships show that it’s ok to play with
children of any gender and it’s ok to play like them.

Ultimately, here’s the message we want: a friend is
someone you like spending time with, and who likes
spending time with you. End of story!
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W H Y  I S  T H I S  A  P R O B L E M ?

Sometimes, adults place romantic connotations on mixed-gender friendships. "How cute, he's already got a
girlfriend", "Is he your boyfriend?" "Look, he's flirting with all the girls already". These comments might be
well-intentioned and seem fairly harmless, but they're not!!

C A L L  I T  O U T !

Be direct: "The kids are getting on well, they both
enjoy building with lego." "He's her friend". "He's
not flirting, he's a baby." 
Break down the gender stereotypes that say -
"they're a different gender from you, therefore you
don't have anything in common". Encourage kids
to see that personalities, values and interests have
nothing to do with gender - and surround them with
books and TV shows that reinforce that message
Talk to kids about it: "That was a strange thing to
say, wasn't it? Boyfriends and girlfriends are for
teenagers and grownups. He's your friend and you
like to ride your scooters together."

M O R E  I N F O R M A T I O N

Follow our Instagram and facebook accounts
Join our mailing list
Check out our other fact sheets, available on the
website

Visit the Level Playground website for more practical
ideas and tips on how to raise children free from
gender stereotypes, or get in touch with us via email


